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President’s Report
I am pleased to report on the work of the Foundation for the year 2016/2017.

This year ACFU continues its achievements with successfully combining high quality
surgical work working within a very tight budget.

I advise that I have stepped down as Head of the Unit (ACFU) and Mr Mark Moore has
been selected in that role however, I will continue to work at the Unit as a Consultant.
Our Medical Training Teams continue to provide quality teaching in overseas
countries such as Indonesia which includes Bali and Manado.

The Foundation enjoyed a successful year in raising funds in a tough environment and
finished the financial year with a surplus of $473,146. This was an excellent result
which enabled the Foundation to meet its charter of supporting research, purchasing
specialty operating equipment and equipment for the Kate Hill Ward, supporting
patients and their parents, purchasing nylon skulls plus funding overseas teaching
clinics. The Foundation has strived this year to increase financial assistance to all of
these areas.
The current economic climate makes it very difficult to raise funds with many people
finding it difficult to make personal ends meet. This is reflected in the total amount of
donations and newsletter donations being down. Bearing this in mind the ACMFF
staff continue to constantly monitor the Foundation’s finances and our expenses are
prudently managed at all times as there is no room for any complacency.

The fund raising strategy was to maintain a consistent presence with our fund raising
efforts by way of quarterly Newsletters, Race Day, Quiz functions and Film Nights. As
the struggle for the “charity dollar” becomes more and more competitive we at ACMFF
have to become more innovative in our thinking regarding the functions we coordinate. It is very pleasing and gratifying the number of patients and patient’s
parents who undertake various forms of fundraising on our behalf. I acknowledge the
assistance of our very valued Ambassadors and much respected volunteers for their
work and support with fund raising events.
I would also like to acknowledge the great support of the service clubs namely Apex,
Lions, Rotary, Probus and Kiwanis for their ongoing commitment to ACMFF. This
support is made in response of Ambassador Andrea Ogier, Bronwyn Chant and Bob
Snewin attending many meetings around the state with wonderful groups of
committed people and presenting updates to the meetings on the ACMFF activities as
well as the work of the Craniofacial Unit.

Thanks to our Ambassadors Sharon Forrester-Jones, Andrea Ogier, Amelia Digance
(N.T.), Kate Davies (Qld.), Pamela McDonald and Sandra Hausler for their enthusiastic
support and efforts in raising funds for ACMFF. I also acknowledge our Ambassadors
Annabel Digance and Isobel Redmond for their support indeed we are delighted to say
we have backing from both sides of the political spectrum.
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I would be remiss with this report if I did not acknowledge the outstanding efforts of
the ACMFF staff. They continue to work as a professional and united team for the
Foundation with results obtained during the last 12 months being a fair reflection of
their united efforts.

The Board of ACMFF continues to work diligently for the betterment of the
organization; its efficiency is greatly enhanced by having a small team of 6 committed
members. I acknowledge the contribution of each individual board member; our
meticulous Treasurer Claire Milne, David McLeod for his wise counsel, Nicholas Pyne
for financial advice, Surgeon Walter Flapper and Yvette Winter for her outstanding
corporate knowledge. On your behalf I thank and congratulate them all for their
dedication and hard work on behalf of the Foundation.

The Board and I are delighted to announce that ACMFF is currently in the early stages
of developing a plan to build our own premises which will be known as the “Smile
House.” This project has been made possible by the prudent and pro-active
management of the ACMFF finances. The proposed new building will house the
Foundation, medical assessment and treatment rooms as well as live in units for
craniofacial patients and their parents. These live in units will be crucial for
recovering patients affording the ability of their parents to look after them. This is a
very exciting project which the ACMFF Board will be evaluating over the next 12-18
months. A sub-committee of the ACMFF Board has been appointed to research all
project matters, collate a report and table at the Board.

Finally I express my personal thanks and appreciation to the very large number of
people who make up our “Craniofacial Family” – our dedicated board members; the
fundraising committee members, the staffs of both the Foundation and the Unit and of
course the growing number of volunteers, sponsors, constant donors and supporters
nationally who make our programs a reality.
Professor D.J. David AC
President

President, Australian Cranio-Maxillo Facial Foundation
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Bequest Program
The Bequest Program continues to be a very successful project for ACMFF. Indeed our
bequests for this financial year 2016/2017 have again exceeded forecasts. The
Foundation received $528,065 in total bequests from some wonderfully generous
benefactors.

Sponsorship, Grants & Donations
The sponsorship that was attracted 12 months ago from Refined Real Estate has
proved a most fruitful partnership. Indeed, Refined Real Estate proprietor Victor
Velgush has been a wonderful supporter since the sponsorship contract was signed
off. We continue to approach prospective supporters/sponsors within a very difficult
market.

An outstanding donation ($54K plus) was received from the Australian Hotels
Association to allow the Foundation to purchase a 3D printer in conjunction with the
RAH. This printer creates 3D nylon skull models that are absolutely critical when our
surgeons are planning intricate craniofacial surgery. The cost of producing these
skulls, which was previously outsourced have been dramatically reduced with the
acquisition of this printer.

The printer is now housed at the New Royal Adelaide Hospital and is being constantly
used by the Craniofacial Surgeons. The Australian Hotels Association has been a very
generous benefactor over many years funding numerous specialist purchases.
We continue to enjoy support from the Apex Foundation as well as Lions, Rotary and
Probus Clubs. The Apex Foundation grant is used exclusively for the Metopic
Synostosis research project. We are deeply indebted to the Greatorex Foundation
who also support our research projects.

Through our Ambassadors and staff speaking engagements we have been able to
attract donations from individual community clubs. The Foundation is also very
grateful for the support of various small businesses that have been very generous with
their kind support for our fundraising functions and projects.
We acknowledge the Australian Executor Trustees Discretionary Charitable Trust for
their outstanding ongoing financial support. The Foundation also enjoys wonderful
financial support from many donors who wish to remain anonymous plus the
continuous donations of many craniofacial supporters via the quarterly newsletters.

Whilst the Foundation continues to enjoy all the support as detailed above we cannot
be complacent and we need to attract more supporters. It is imperative we attract a
younger demographic of supporters and sponsors to ensure a healthy financial future.
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Research
In the last 12 months ACMFF has financed (with assistance from Apex Foundation and
Greatorex Foundation) two individual research projects.
The two research projects are:
•
•

Craniosynostosis project which is overseen by Professor Peter Anderson and
Metopic Synostosis project which is overseen by Mr Walter Flapper

The Metopic Synostosis project is in keeping with the multidisciplinary, holistic
approach as developed by Professor David and provides the unique opportunity to
investigate the:
•
•
•

Cognitive (attention, IQ, executive functions)
Mental health (depression, anxiety, stress, appearance and related concerns)
Quality of life outcomes

for adolescents and young adults with this condition.

The assessment and reporting will be carried out in conjunction with the School of
Psychology, University of Adelaide.

International Program

The Foundation has arranged and financed 2 visits of our medical teams to Indonesia
during the financial year 2016/2017.

Professor David advised during the year that he would not be undertaking any further
medical training visits to Indonesia.
The two visits during the year were undertaken by Mr Walter Flapper, Mr Mark
Moore, Dr Ben Grave and Nurse Catherine Cross. The teams visited Bali, Surabaya &
Manado and have conducted very positive and efficient medical training sessions. The
team also conducted lectures to medical students and observed live surgery.
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Fundraising & Events
This year our Events Manager has worked with in conjunction with a select team of
volunteers on creating projects that focused on increasing our events platforms to a
new demographic as well as reviving a few of our more successful campaigns.

These have included:
•
•
•
•

Trivia Nights
Spring Luncheon
Melbourne Cup Luncheon
Zuu@Zoo

Our Event Manager prepared and presented our Board with a report focusing on what
the fundraising team’s vision was for the future, a large component of which is based
on targeting a new demographic, revised branding and more corporate focused
events. The team also outlined that we must not focus on just the monetary return of
events, especially new events, as the return on such events can also be evaluated on
the basis of new supporters, return of investment by way of greater attendance at
other events and of course new Sponsors. This will, with careful management proves
to be a foundation for which we can grow our return and reach within the community.
The vision for 2018 and beyond will encompass additional demographic focused
events with a push toward patient and supporter participation via their hosting of
events for the Foundation where they are encouraged to raise awareness of
Craniofacial syndromes.

Funds raised this year have been used toward requests for support from the Kate Hill
Ward and some of the items provided include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Toys for the play area (for use by the children who stay at the ward)
Storage facilities for much needed blankets, pillows & splints
Display Trolley for TV/Video Equipment
2 x Strollers to enable patients to be taken on day excursions
Patient Travel & Accommodation
Specialised Bottle Warmer

We have also introduced direct fundraising alignment that allows funds raised at
particular events to go toward specific projects that allow those who donate or attend
the events to follow the donation from the time of giving till the final result or outcome
of where the funds have been spent.
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Volunteers

Volunteers are crucial for the wellbeing of our Foundation.

We are extremely lucky to have a dedicated group of volunteers who continue to assist
the Foundation as often as possible.

Their efforts have been highlighted by an increased following on our social media
platforms and this has seen significant growth this year. There has been an increase of
45% of followers on Facebook alone.
Professor David and the ACMFF Board thank all of our Volunteers for their wonderful
support in the past 12 months.

Communications
The Foundation continues to provide speakers educating and informing various
community groups about the work of the Craniofacial Unit and ACMFF. Both staff
members, Mrs Bronwyn Chant and CEO Bob Snewin, enjoy meeting and speaking to
the Clubs and groups.
The Foundation acknowledges ACMFF Ambassador Andrea Ogier who continues to
undertake speaking engagements on behalf of ACMFF and attracts substantial
donations.

The ACMFF newsletter is an outstanding publication which provides wonderful
patient stories, sponsorship acknowledgments; research updates and advertises
upcoming fundraising events.
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Statutory Accounts
(Please note, Statutory Accounts are reproduced in the Annual Report at pages 8 to 32.
Internal page referencing within the body of these accounts, refer to page numbers printed
on the right hand side bottom of the document.)
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Mission Statement
The Australian Cranio-Maxillo Facial Foundation (Craniofacial Australia)
encourages and supports:
•

•
•

The development and provision of patient diagnostic & treatment
services that are appropriate & accessible worldwide to people suffering
from craniofacial deformities & injuries
Associated research and teaching activities
Associated health systems development

Objective
The Australian Craniofacial Unit (ACFU) and Australian Cranio-Maxillo Facial
Foundation (ACMFF) led by Professor David are committed to a vision of
excellence and seek to educate and empower patients and families alike with
world class care, treatment and facilities.

Our Policies
The Australian Cranio-Maxillo Facial Foundation (ACMFF) values people. We are
committed to act in ways that protect the dignity, uniqueness and intrinsic
worth of every person. These core values are mirrored in our approach to
handling personal information and data.
The ACMFF will ensure that all applicable legislation and industry guidelines are
adhered to in relation to handling of personal information.
ACMFF Policies document outlines policies relating to data collection, handling
and security; child protection; code of conduct; complaints procedures; use of
identifying images, and; the development, funding and implementation of
offshore projects.
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